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1. What are the most common reasons for division in the local church? Share a situation 
from your own experience where conflict was resolved satisfactorily. Share a situation 
where the conflict was not resolved well. Do you know why one situation was resolved 
and the other was not? 

2. Read Ephesians 4:4-6. How many times does Paul use the word "one". Why do you think 
he repeated this word so often? 

3. Read Eph.4:3. We are not told to "make unity happen" in the church, rather we are told to 
maintain the unity already present. What is the difference between the two? Is this 
difference important? 

4. What is it that produces church unity according to Eph.4:3? Does God desire church unity 
no matter what? In what situations would conflict in a church be legitimate? 

5. Read Ephesians 4:2. What does it mean to say someone is humble? What would be the 
opposite of humility?  

6. See Eph.4:2. What does it mean to be gentle? Is a gentle person a weak person? Why do 
many equate the two? What is the opposite of gentle? 

7. See Eph.4:2. We are to be patient in our dealings with others. In what situations could 
impatience lead to church conflict?  

8. According to Eph.4:2 then we are to be humble, gentle, patient and loving in our dealings 
with others in the church. Which of these do you personally find most difficult to produce? 
Which of them do you think would cause the most conflict in the church if lacking? 

9. Read Isaiah 42:3. Who does this verse apply to? See also Matt.12:20. Which of the 
characteristics of Eph.4:2 does this verse most relate to? 

10. Think of a situation from your own experience where particularly one of the 
characteristics listed in Eph.4:2 brought peace to a church conflict. Share this story with 
the group. 

11. From Gal.3:28, what does the church succeed in doing that the world seems unable to do? 


